The
Coldwell Banker
Commercial Way
®

A brighter
future awaits
You know what it takes to succeed in commercial — grit, hustle, and
plenty of heart. You paved your own way in a fiercely competitive
industry, outpacing and outperforming at every turn. Imagine what
you could achieve with an even bigger platform, a more powerful
network, and a brand that speaks volumes for itself. At Coldwell
Banker Commercial®, we have what it takes to help you break through.
Because commercial is our calling, too.
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From the rubble
an industry reimagined
Sometimes, how you get your start defines your destiny. Founded
after the San Francisco earthquake of 1906, the Coldwell Banker
organization was created to protect the interests of people striving
to rebuild their city. As fearless entrepreneurs, Colbert Coldwell and
Benjamin Banker created a “brokers only” standard, bringing
honesty and transparency to the real estate transaction. Now a global
powerhouse, Coldwell Banker Commercial® still puts people first. Not
surprisingly, it’s an approach that inspires a very loyal following.
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Global presence.
Local power.
Leveraging the leadership and servicing of one of the world’s most
prestigious and recognized real estate brands, you’ll gain a foothold
across primary, secondary, and tertiary markets. You’ll rise to
the forefront of your specialty whether industrial, retail, office,
or agriculture. When challenges arise, you’ll have thousands of
colleagues ready to share wisdom, from best practices to promising
leads, because a win for one of us is a win for all of us. It’s no wonder
that the Coldwell Banker Commercial brand has more CCIM designees
than any other commercial real estate organization.1 Let the power of
Coldwell Banker Commercial® elevate all you do.
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1—Source CCIM

144
COMPANIES

44

3,000 +

COUNTRIES

PROFESSIONALS

14,000

$7.6 Billion

ANNUAL
TRANSACTIONS

TRANSACTION
VOLUME

113
YEAR LEGACY

Top 10 CRE Companies
—The Lipsey Company

Best of the Best
—National Real Estate Investor
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Delivering your
blueprint for growth
When tenacity isn’t enough, the right tools can help unleash your full
potential. With CBCworldwide.com at your service, CBC Blue Book
focusing on primary, secondary, and tertiary markets, and REIS
delivering trusted analytics, you’ll be armed with data and poised to
act. Need personal assistance? Our team of professionals will help you
leverage systems proven to spur growth. From client presentations to
valuable demographics, we’ll help you shine — and win more business.
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Great experiences
better connections
One could argue that CBC events alone are the greatest asset we have
to offer as these gatherings become not just business building
opportunities, but the chance to establish incredible relationships. At our
Global Conference, incredible speakers take the stage and approachable
colleagues offer fresh perspectives and genuine support.
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Continued education
from industry leaders
Skills stay razor sharp with in-person and on-demand education from Commercial
University. Ambitious new agents become rising stars with a high-impact curriculum
that challenges and motivates.

COMMERCIAL UNIVERSITY
This state-of-art pathway provides first-class instruction to help any broker build and
run their business more efficiently and more effectively.

LEARNING MISSION
CBC is dedicated to developing affiliated agents into industry leaders, innovators, and
successful entrepreneurs in their market and specialty. By mastering the key skills that
are necessary in the commercial real estate industry, our agents will be as invested in
their success as their clients’.

LEARNING VISION
Commercial University prepares and develops our agents to reach their highest potential
to better serve their clients. We will provide world-class development opportunities in
a cost-effective manner to help affiliated agents achieve success in their commercial
brokerage business, and gain a competitive advantage in their market.

LinkedIn LEARNING
This program gives broker teams a faster way to learn and apply new skills with access
to a virtual content library of more than 5,000 courses, each designed to build success
through business, leadership and technical skills development.

LIPSEY LEARNING LIBRARY
Commercial University has partnered with the Lipsey Company to provide high-quality
training in 20 topics, with video content that addresses some of the leading challenges
that commercial agents and brokers face in today’s highly competitive environment.
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Tools that make
the best agents
even better
From lead generation to referral programs, we’re behind the scenes
supporting every transaction. We give you access to Buildout, the
industry-leading commercial marketing platform that helps you
develop top-flight marketing materials that are fully customizable
and integrated with the new CBC look and feel. This is all backed
by a world-class website and iconic brand working non-stop to
enhance your exposure. We also support you with a data warehouse
brimming with intel, 150 affiliated companies ready to assist, and CBC
BlueMail and Demographics pinpointing entrepreneurs, landlords, and
tenants searching for your unique offerings. When it comes to lead
generation, we give you the power of ROFO, which generates qualified
leads and sends referrals to local brokerages. And you can leverage
this capability with dynamic ads—hyper-targeted messaging served to
consumers based on their search history. If it sounds like an arsenal,
it is. Together, these cutting-edge resources turn your good instincts
into closed deals.
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Let big data open
more doors
At every stage of the selling cycle, technology should turbo charge
your business — not bog it down. From targeted marketing to deal
support, our tech platform helps you harness big data for high-impact
results. With 2 million annual page views, CBCworldwide.com was built
around what clients do most: search for properties and locate offices.
And our Blueprint portal delivers resources to boost every aspect
of your business. The upshot? Time to shake more hands, close more
deals, and seize opportunities (faster than ever).
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Join a brand
as extraordinary
as you are
Pair your passion and smarts with the backing of blue and the future is
yours to own. Why? Because blue is daring and driven to succeed. It’s
the color of thinkers, doers, and dealmakers. It’s the color of first place
and the color of winners. It’s as limitless as the sky and as vast as the
ocean. It’s why blue is the official color of Coldwell Banker Commercial®.
It’s time to join a real estate company that’s as dynamic, driven, and
success-oriented as you are.
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cbcworldwide.com
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